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Abstract Howardite-eucrite-diogenite (HED) meteorites, thought to be derived from 4 
Vesta, provide the best sampling available for any differentiated asteroid. However, devi
ations in oxygen isotopic composition from a common mass-fractionation line suggest that 
a few eucrite-like meteorites are from other bodies, or that Vesta was not completely homog
enized during differentiation. The petrology and geochemistry of HEDs provide insights into 
igneous processes that produced a crust composed of basalts, gabbros, and ultramafic cumu
late rocks. Although most HED magmas were fractionated, it is unresolved whether some 
cucrites may have been primary melts. The geochemistry of HEDs indicates that bulk Vesta 
is depleted in volatile elements and is relatively reduced, but has chondritic refractory ele
ment abundances. The compositions of HEDs may favor a magma ocean model, but incon
~islencies remain. Geochronology indicates that Vesta accreted and differentiated within the 
first several million years of solar system history, that magmatism continued over a span of 
..... \0 Myr, and that its thermal history extended for perhaps 100 Myr. The protracted cooling 
history is probably responsible for thermal metamorphism of most HEDs. Impact chronol
ogy indicates that Vesta experienced many significant collisions, including during the late 
heavy bombardment. The age of the huge south pole crater is controversial, but it probably 
ejected Vestoids and many HEDs. Continued impacts produced a regolith composed of eu
(me and diogenite fragments containing only minor exotic materials. HED meteorites serve 
ib ground truth for orbital spectroscopic and chemical analyses by the Dawn spacecraft, and 
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their properties are critical for instrument calibration and interpretation of Vesta's geologic 

history. 
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1 HED Connections to Vesta 

1.1 Spectra and Orbital Dynamics 

4 Vesta has been described as the smallest terrestrial planet (Keil 2002)-lhe only known 
intact asteroid inferred to have a metallic core, an ultramafic mantle, and a basaltic crust. 
The Dawn mission will greatly expand our understanding of this differentiated body, but ar
guably it is already the most intensely studied planetesimal. Vesta is thoughtlO be the parent 
body of "-' 900 named HED (howardite-eucrite-diogenite) meteorites, by far the most volu· 
minous group of achondrites (igneous meteorites). Laboratory analyses of their mineralogy 
and petrology, major and trace element chemistry, and stable, radiogenic, and cosmogenic 
isotopes provide geologic insights and constraints on their parent body that are unrivaled for 

any extraterrestrial object except the Moon. 
Before reviewing what the HEDs reveal about Vesta's geologic history, we briefly sum-

marize the evidence that links them to this asteroid. The original connection was drawn from 
the similarity in spectral reflectance between Vesta and eucrites (McCord et aL 1970). Sub· 
sequently, more detailed spectroscopic studies have supported this connection, and spectra 

taken as Vesta rotates show different regions on the surface that appear to be dominated b~ 
eucrites, diogcnites, and howardites (Binzel et aL 1997; Gaffey 1997). Vesta spectroscopy i~ 
considered elsewhere (e.g. Pieters et a\. 2005). 

Dynamical difficulties in transferring samples of impact debris from Vesta into Jovian 
and secular resonances (and thence into Earth-crossing orbits) have been overcome by tile 
discovery of numerous < 10 km Vesta family asteroids ("Vestoids," which are dynamicali! 
linked to Vesta) having spectra similar to HEDs (Binzel and Xu 1993; Vilas et at 200J. 
Burbine et aL 200 1). The orbits of Vestoids extend between that of Vesta and both the 3:1 
Jovian and v6 resonances, which can act as escape hatches for samples from the main bel! 
and allow trajeclOries into the inner solar system. Several V-type asteroids (spectrally simil. 
to Vesta) of _ 1.0-3.4 km diameter are in Earth-approaching orbits (Cruickshank el ,I 
1991). The dimensions of a huge impact crater at Vesta's south pole (Thomas et al. 199' 
are consistent with the excavation of - 10' km3 of rock, much more than needed to accou~ 
for the Vestoids and other v-type near-Earth asteroids. Many HEDs probably derive from 

this crater, although other craters on Vesta likely supplied some meteorites. 

1.2 Are All HEDs from Vesta" 

For many years Vesta appeared to be unique- the only sizeable main bell asteroid ' 
spectra that matched HEDs. Recent discoveries of other bodies, such as Magnya and; 
Merxia and Agnia families with similar spectra (Lazzaro et al. 2000; Sunshine et al.

1 

allow the possibility that within the HED collection are samples from other differen" 
astcroids. Because of the likelihood of Vesta sampling through migration of VestOl

d
, I 

nearby resonances (Sect. I.\), the bulk of HEDs are probably from Vesta, but there 

reasons to suspect that a few meteorites are not. 
Bodies, like Vesta, that have undergone large-scale or complete melting and 

ation are commonly thought to have had their oxygen isotopes homogenized so that 
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Fig. I Oxygen isotopic 
compositions, expressed as 
6170, for HED meteorites. Open 
circles and the right-hand 
vertical line (average value) are 
from Wiechert et al. (2004), and 
solid circles and the left-hand 
verlicailine are from Greenwood 
el a1. (2005). The names of 
isotopically anomalous 
meteorites are shown 
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Thctwo data sets give slightly d. ff reenwood et al. (2005) and Scott et al (2009 ) 
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lOme howardites can be explainede~ conSIstent wtth most eucrites, and small deviations i~ 
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llons of the eucrite deviations have beYefOrelgn (chondntlc) mclusions. Different interpreta-
malo . . n proposed. Wiechert I (2 

th h 

us samples indicated that the HED b et a. 004) suggested that the 
us ad n parent ody wa' . 

of mOst H~tDmelted completely. Greenwood et al. (2005) ar s ISotopically heterogeneous and 
OCean d s was eVidence that the parent body h d I g~ed that the lSotOP'c uniformity 
COIlta' an suggested that the one aberrant e . : me te completely to form a magma 
.", o~tnatlon. More recently, Scott et al. (2~~~~ t ey analyzed was the result of projectile 
"ampieg~~~SotoPlc compositions are not from :e~~~~sed that all the eucrites with distinc
lc'ture is un t only IS Ils oxygen isotopic composit,·o d
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IU wnh th ratios In pyroxenes and 01" v· 

e same planetary parentage (Papike et al 12~n;;) h=:e, also ~een us~d to identify 
....... . , ecause dlvalentlfon and man-
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2 Mineralogy, Petrology, and Magnetic Properties 

All HEDs are igneous rocks or breccias composed of fragmented igneous rocks. The min
erals that crystallized from magmas provide insights into the compositions of the melts and 
the processes that attended their solidification to form Vesta 's crust Classification of HEDs, 
along with desc riptions of their textures and mineralogy, are essential e lements for under
standing their fonnation. Mineral compositions and proportions can also be compared with 
spectroscopic data to be obtained by Dawn. 

2.1 Eucrites 

The eucrites are believed to have crystallized as lavas on the astero id's surface or within 
re latively shallow-level dikes and plutons. There are currently several different ways to sub
divide the eucrites. The simplest of these c lassifications is based on petrology, which recog
nizes eucrites as either basaltic or cumulate rocks (Stolper 1977). Basaltic eucrites can be 
further subdivided by their geochemistry, as di scussed in Sect. 3. 

Eucrites are dominated by pyroxenes and plagioclase, with lesser amounts of metal, 
(roilitc, chromite, ilmenite, and silica. Other phases such as badde leyite, zircon, fayaliti c 
olivine , and phosphates are rare and tend to be found in the mesostasis. Most eucrites are 
brecciated. 

Many basaltic eucrites are fine- to medium-grained, ophitic to subophitic rocks (Fig. 3a). 
However, thi s descriptio n does not encompass the wide range of textures seen within these 
basalts. At one extreme, the ALH 81001 eucrite exhibits a quenched vitrophyric texture with 
skeletal pyroxenes and a si lica-plagioclase composition glass in place of crystalline plagio
clase (Delaney et af. 1984; Mittlefehldt e t af. 1998; Mayne et af. 2009). At the other ex treme 
lie eucrites that have lost some of their igneous textures due to metamorphic recrystallization 
(Fig. 3b). This metamorphic overprinting occurs to diffe ring degrees, from basaltic eucrites 
suc h as BTN 00300 and GRA 98098 still showing remnants of their ophitic igneo us tex
lUre, (0 EET 90020 and LEW 85305 which have granoblastic pyroxenes. Vesicles are rare, 
11m do occur (e.g. PCA 91007, Yamato 981651). These likely formed at depth due to the 
high efficiency of gas escape processes on an airless body such as an asteroid (McCoy ct al. 
2(06). 

The basaltic eucrites contain Fe-rich pyroxenes. Orthopyroxene, pigeonite , and augite are 
pr~sent, with the latter two predominating (Fig. 4). Basaltic eucrite pyroxenes crystallized 
as LOned pigeonites (Takeda and Graham 1991 ). However, in most cases thennal metamor
phism has obliterated the original Mg-Fe zonation (Yamaguchi et al. 1996), As a result, 
the basaltic eucrites commonly contain low-Ca pigeonite hosts with finely exsolved augite 
lamellae (Mittlefehldt et al. 1998), so that electron microprobe beams overlap both phases 
and give intermediate compositions (Fig. 4). Igneous Ca zonation is sometimes preserved 
&!t a higher density of augite lamellae in grain rims compared to cores (Takeda and Graham 
1991). 

PI.agioclase is calcic (An96_75), and individual meteorites can show a wide range of com
POSl\lons. For example, the plagioclases within Nuevo Laredo and Chervony Kut span a1-
mo~1 the entire range seen withi n the basaltic cucrites , with compositions of An95 _74 (War
~~ 7d Jerde 1987) and An94 _75 (Mayne e t al. 2009), respectively. Eucrites do not contain 
~ e dspar, with one notable exception: NWA 4523, a polymict basaltic eucrite found to con-

n "nail K feld .. . su - spar grams m mesostaSIS (Barrat et al. 2007). Warren and Gessler (200 I) 
JJ!~stcd (hat K-feldspar may Occur in eucrite Bluewing 001 , but thi s could also be K-rich 
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grow or enclose the surrounding grains occur mostl y in grano blastic eucrites. They tend 
'0 be < 2 mm in size, bUI in GRA 98098 Ihey are > I cm (Mayne et al. 2009). Yam
aguchi eL al. (1997) suggested that the prevalence of these grains in granoblas tic eucri tes 
may result from partial melting. Barrat et al. (2007) observed that mesostasis is absent 
from basaltic eucrites that are be licved to have undergone high-temperature processing up 
to the point where partia l melting occurred, and postulatcd that the panial melts were re
moved rrom these rocks. Therefore, the tabular silica grains may reflect melt recrystal
lization. However, some re lati vely unmetamorphosed basaltic eucri tes contain tabular sil
ica within mesoslasis, suggesting a d iffe rent mode of formation (Buchanan et a!. 2000; 
Mayne el al. 2009). 

Chromites show a range of composi tions, which span most bu t not all of the ulvospi nel
chromite solid solution series (Fig. 5; Mayne el al. 2009). Ilmenite also is composi tionally 
variab le, with ilmenile MgO conten ts ranging from 0.3 to 5.2 wt% and Cr203 from 0 to 
5.5 WI% (Mayne et al. 2009). 

Cumulale eucrites, unlike their basaltic counterpans, are predominantly unbrecciated 
( ~iulcfehldt el a!. 1998), although cumulate eucrite clasts have been identified within 
polymict <ucri les (Takeda 1991; Lindstrom and Mittlefehldl 1992). Textura ll y, the cumulate 
eucri les are not as diverse as the basalts. They are equigranular gabbroic rocks (Miulefehldt 
t't al. 1998). They are genera lly coarser-grai ned than the ir basaltic counterparts, a lthough 
there is some variation in grain size (Fig. 3c). 

The cumulate and basaltic eucritcs are very similar mineralogically, in that they consist 
primarily of pyroxene and plagioclase. Pyroxenes in cumu late eucrites are more Mg-rich 
IFig. 4). Although both low-Ca pyroxene and augi lc are present as a result of exsolution 
rrom pigeonite, modally there lends to be less augite than in the basaltic eucrites. Cumulate 
rucrites also show a much narrower range of plagioclase compositions, An90_% (Mittle
[ehldlet al. 1998; Mayne el al. 2(09). The melal is kamacile, low in both Co and Ni « 1%). 
The scales of compositional variations in chromite and ilmenite in the cumu late eucrites 
an: considerably less than in the basaltic eucritcs (Fig. 5; Mayne eL al. 2009). Some silica 
m~ncrals are also present but usually in small amounts. Serra de Mage is the on ly eucrite in 
.... Ichquanz has been identified (Tre iman et al. 2004). 
The'tOSI eucri tes, whether basaltic or cumulate, show evidence of thermal melamorphism. 
Tik effect of metamorphism on major element pyroxene chemistry was documented by 
~ da and G~a.ham (1991), who divided the eucrites into six types reflecting increasi ng 
~ of equlhbration, Yamaguchi el a l. (1996) later added an additional type 7. Unmeta-

S\!d (type I) eucrites preserve a ll their o riginal pyroxene zonation and increasing 

'" 
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metamorphism results in homogenization through Fc-Mg diffusion, giving ri se to a homo. 
geneous pigeonite host exsolving augite lamellae (Takeda and Graham 199 1). Eucrites with 
homogenized pyroxenes (types 4-7) are known as 'equilibrated ' (fakeda and Graham 1991 ; 
Yamaguchi et al. 1996), but this designation refers only to pyroxene major elements. The ki· 
netics of Fe-Mg diffusion in pyroxene are faster than those of Si-AI in plagioclase (O'Neill 
and Delaney 1982), and equi librated eucrites can have a wide range of plagioclase composi· 
tions (e.g. Hsu and Crozaz 1996). In a study of the unbrecciated eucrites, Mayne et a1. (2009) 
observed that along with variations in plagioclase content, many equilibrated eucrites also 
showed remnants of original minor element (AI, Ti, Cr) zonation in pyroxenes. Using al\ 
three of these components provides a more sensitive guide to the relative degree of thermal 

metamorphism a eucrite has experienced. 

2.2 Diogenites 

The diogenites are coarse-grained cumulates that are traditionally believed to have origi· 
nated from a plutonic layer deep in the crust. However, complex thermal histories and brec· 
ciation have obscured some primary fealUres used to interp ret their origin. Recent studies 
showing both petrologic and geochemical variations among the diogenites suggest thattbeir 

petrogenesis may have been more complex than previously thought 
Most diogenites are nearly monomineralic , being composed almost entirely of onhopy· 

roxene (87- 99%). Chromitc and olivine generally occur in minor amounts « 10%). Ac· 
cessory phases in diogenites include troilite (0-3%), plagioclase (0-3 %), diopside (0-2%), 

silica (0-2%), metal (~ I %), and rare phosphates (Bowman et al. 1997 ). Due to the breccia· 
tion of diogenites, significant amounts of plagioclase and diopside can be auributed to the 

incorporation of eucrite fragments. For example, sections of ALH 85015 and PCA 02008 
contain small basaltic (plagioclase + diopside) clasts comprising 9.8% and 8.6% of the sam· 
pies, respectively (Beck and McSween 2010). The pairing of PCA 02008 with several PCA 
02 howardites, coupled wi th the presence of eucritic fragments, suggests that PCA 02008 
likely represents a diogenite-ri ch fragment of what was a larger, howardite- like meteoroid 
(Welten et al. 20(9). The same may be true for ALH 85015, which contains compencm, 
appearing howardite-Iike (Berkley and Boynton 1992) and others that are diogenitic (Score 

and Mason 1986, Beck and McSween 20 10). 
One significant variation from this mineralogy is that a number of diogenites con~in 

significant amounts of olivine. Sack et al. ( 1991) discovered large amounts of olivinCin 
ALHA 77256 (35%) and EETA 79002 (27%). These twO olivine- rich samples, dubbol 
"olivine diogenites" (Fig. 3d), were hypothesized to represent mantle residues from par
tial melting. However, other sections of these diogenites do not contain abundant olivill< 
(Bowman et al. 1997; Mittlefehldt 1994), and the orthopyroxene compositions of ALH.\ 
77256 and EETA 79002 are not distinct from those in other diogenites (Fowler et al. 19').1 
1995). These findings suggest that olivine diogenites are not residues, but cumulate rocl> 
akin to other diogenites. Further insight comes from the discovery of harzburgite (oli\lll< 
+ magnesian orthopyroxene rock) clasts in brecciated olivine-bearing diogenites (11<-' 
and McSween 2010). These clasts, which resemble olivine diogenites both texturallY " 
chemically, are distinct from conventional (ferroan orthopyroxene) diogenites. Hanbu'1

' 

and o rthopyroxenite may have formed through fractional crystallization in multiple plut' 
(Beck and McSween 2010). The dunite breccia MIL 03443 resembles HEDs in lex'" 
siderophi le element abundances, and mineral chemistries. This sample may represent3par
tial melt residuum from the mantle of Vesta or a crustal cumulate (Krawczynski et al.' 

Mittlefehldt 2008). 
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thought to represent relict gra in boundari h! d aIns. ese lineaments are 
(Gooley and Moore 1976). Diopside occurse~so~ lea e_ ~ractures i~ orthopyro~ene grains 
roxene. Minor phases can also occur )Jm thick exolullon lame llae III orthopy-

as separate subhedral . . 
trix. Olivine and chromite are exceptl'onal ' h ' grains III the fragmental ma-among t e mlllor m' I ' h 
as mm.sized, subhedral grains (Irving et al 2003' M' "I ~ mera S m t at they can occur 
SacketaI.1991). . , rtte ehldt etal. 1998; Righter 200 1; 

Diogen ite pyroxenes have a narrow ran e . n . 
at 2004; Fow ler et a!. 1994; Mittlefehldt ~ I ~I ~i:;. element concentrations (Domanik et 
Lindstrom 1993). Except for a few .. . , Mrttlelehldt 2000; Mlttlefehldt and 
~i lions fall within Wo En F compos~t1onally unusual diogenites, pyroxene compo-

1- 3 71 -11 S22 - 24 (FIg 6) The h . .. 
and Fe) compositions is believed to be th . I' omogeneny In major e lement (Mg . e resu t of post-crystal!"· . . . 
Igneous fractIOnation (Fowler et al 1994' M' I ~ IzatJon eqUIli bration not 
mg#s (defined as molar 100. M 'M ' Itt C ehldt 1994). Several clusters of pyro~ene 
\Iittlefehldt 1994) m g/ ( g + Fe)) among the sUite (Harriott and Hewins 1984' 

. ay represent separate equTb d· ' 
a smgle diogenite reservoir that did not full I I ~a~e source regions, or different parts of 
1~4). Because this equili bration occurred ~ eqUlhbrat~ (.Fowler et .al .. 1994; Mittlefehldt 
a smgle sample to contain pyroxenes w'th pnor to.brecclatlon and mlxmg. it is possible for 

Pyroxene minor and t I I a range III m.g#s (Milliefehidt 2000). 
race e ements have not b " ff . 

/Of.elements. Their relatively low diff . . . cen a eeted 10 the same manner as the ma-
MUonal trends during equi libra . USIVlues allowed for t~e preservation of initial compo-

In ~~S1 diogenites, minor inc~:n~a~~:I~h:I:~;nbe used to mfer primary igneous processes. !:"" ranges necessitate a formation p . ts (Sc, AI , TI and Yb) vary considerably. 
c1rwe~t 60-90% fractional Crystal lizati~:e~~/n ;hl~h ( I) a single undepicted source un-

ase as been removed undcrw ..' a ep eted magma chamber, wht!re plagio
pie ma~ma chambers w'ith va i~nl .s lgmfica~t l y less fracti onal crystallization, o r (3) multi-

:~Ihlation separately (Fo~er ~t,:~ol~~~tI~e ~I e,m:nt abundances underwent fractional 
III rna chambers, has gained rurth' • lit ~ e Idt 1994). The third option, multiple 
,~~al. 2008; Mittlefehldt ct al. 2~9~0;hent~m lrom bulk diogenite REE analyses (Bar-

nl, also varies in diogcnitc: e.a und~ce of chromIUm, a minor compatible 
. pyroxene. Like the Incompatible elements, chromium and 
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other compatible minor elements are usually decoupled from orthopyroxene mg# (Berkley 

and Boynton 1992; Fowler et a!. 1994). 
Fe. Mg ordering has been measured in diogenite orthopyroxene, in an atlempt to dis-

cern cooling rates and infer depths of burial. Using X·ray diffraction, Zema et al. (\997) 
determined closure temperatures ranging from 311 ± 29°C to 408 ± 10°C in seven dio
genites. Cooling rates calculated from these temperatures are'" 50°C/kyr to 800°Cfkyr, 
respectively (Zema et al. 1997). The majority of these temperatures fall below the closure 
temperature for the cumulate eucrite Serra de Mage, which was detennined using the same 
method (Domeneghetli et al. \995). This relative closure temperature difference supports a 
deep (lower crust?) origin of diogenite plutons. Sample· wide closure temperature variations 
may reflect different depths at which the diogenites were emplaced (Zema et al. 1997). Re
cent findings by Verma et al. (2008) imply that the cooling rates for diogenites may be even 
slower than previously reported. Their findings show that all the Fe

2
+ in diogenite pyroxene 

resides in the more ordered M2 crystallographic site, in contrast to Zema et al. (1997) who 

reported Fe2+ in the M 1 site as welL 
Olivine compositions in diogenites (Fig. 6) are confined to a small range: F07o- 73 (Floran 

et a!. 1981 ; Mittlefehldt 1994; Sack et a!. 1991). A few outliers exist; for example, LEW 
88008 contains F06S olivine and EETA 79002 has F077 - 75 olivine (Beck and McSween 
2010; Mittlefehldt 2000; Sack et al. 1991). Mi nor and trace elements in diogenite olivine are 
restricted to a narrow compositional range. Chromites, on the other hand, display significant 
chemical variations (Bowman et a!. 1999; Floran et a!. 1981; Mittlefehldt 1994; Sack et 31. 
1991), from Cr-richlAI-poor spinel in LAP 91900 (60.7 wt% Cr20,; 6.1 wt% AI20 J

) 'oCr, 
poor/AI-rich spinel in ALHA 77256 (44.7 wt% Cr,O, ; 21.8 wt% AI20 3)' Some variation 
exists in chromite Mgj(Mg + Fe), but as in pyroxene. these trends are decoupled from 
AI

20
3 and C

r
2
0

3 concentrations (Bowman et al. 1999). Plagioclase has calcic compositions 
(A

n
86- 82) in diogenites (Mittlefehldt et al. 1998). FeNi metal compositions range from 1.5 

to > 50 wt% nickel, and cobalt varies from 0.11 to 27.3 wt% (Gooley and Moore 1976). This 
large range in metal compositions, like the variations observed in pyroxene minor elemenls. 
might be attributed to different source regions for the diogenites (Gooley and Moore 1976) 

or possibly to contamination. 

2.3 Polymict Breccias 

Following the formation of Vesta's igneous crust, impacts excavated igneous rocks from 
various crustal levels. Impact mixing of eucritic and diogenitic lithologies has produced 3 

raoge of polymict breccias, including the polymict eucrites and the howardites (Mitllefehl~ 
et al. 1998). Unlike their monomict counterparts, these meteorites are distinguished by con
taining clasts of clearly distinct petrogenetic origin. Howardites are typically described ~ 
mixtures of eucritic and diogenitic clasts (Fig. 3f). Polymict eucrites were originally defi nOO 
as contaioing different types of eucritic clasts (e.g, basaltic and cumulate; Miyamoto " ,I 
1978). The definition was later changed to encompass breccias with up to 10% diogcnl UC 
material; above that level the meteorite would be classified as a howardit< (Delaney e1 aL 
1983). Application of such a c1assificatioo is problematic io the study of coarse-grained ,r 
neous rocks using thin sections (areas typically""'" 1 cm2

). In fact, the distinction be.tV/eei 
howardites and polymict eucrites is arbitrary and these definitions have been applied 10.:: 
sistently. Current sampling suggests that there is essentially a continuum from unbre~C! 
eucrites, through mooomict and polymict eucrite breccias, to howardites and polym

lC 

. .... 

geoitc breccias, and fioally to uobrecciated diogenites. This gradalioo is not surprising, l' 

the impact fragmentation and mixing that occurred on an asteroidal scale. 
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The igneous clasts in polymict eucrites and howa . . . 
counterparts already described Ther' h r?ltes are SImilar to their unbrecciated 

. e are, owever 1m t . 
broader array of lithologies than are sa I d . .'. por ant exceptIOns that testify to a 
Bunch and Rajan 1988; Mittlefehldt m

t
p 

Ie la
9
s
9
1Od,v,dual meteo. rites (Delaney et al. 1984' 

. I . ea. 8) Some of th d" . ' 
plagloc ase-nch, quartz· normative h h: ese Istmctlve clasts (c g . ' yperst ene·nch) aT d·· . . ., 
modal mmeralogy and may simpl be II . e .lsungUished on the basis of 
e.ucritic lithologies. Other clasts Sh~w Ismad.'rrunrepres.entallve areas from coarse-grained 

f 
c ear I lerences m m· . I b 

{Jon rom known eucrites and diogenite d. lOera a undance and composi· s, exten mg the rang f f . . 
HEDs.lke.da and Takeda (1985) descr'bed eo ractlOnauon seen among . . I . a small unusual! ~ . 
posed of fayalttlc olivine (Fa" ) h db .. ' Y erroan clast 10 Y·7308 com· 

. <> - 90, e en ergillc pyroxen (F W' . 
plagIOclase (An78- 8S) wilh minor ,'Ime't h. e S40- 43 041), tndymite and 

TIl e c romlte t T . ' 
This clast was ascribed to late-stage cr st II'.. ,roJ .ne, Iron metal, and whitlockite . y a Izallon from aft" . . 
Mlulefehldt and Lindstrom (1997) stud· d d k rac lonatmg magma. In contrast 
and Kapoeta that contain more Mg.ric~e ar glassy clasts from howardites EET 92014-

d b I
·· pyroxenes than are typ' II ' 

zone asa lIe eucnte pyroxenes The Ica y seen 10 the cores of . . y suggested that th . 
nated as Impact melts of howardite rath th . ese magnesian basalt clasts origi-

. ' er an as pnmary m It f 
regIOn than that which produced basalt" . . e so a more magnesian source 

. .. IC eucntes. Trelman and D ak (19 
roan troctohte (~hvlOe + plagioclase) in ALHA 80102 r e 85) described fer· 

The suggestIOn that impacts may h d' 
h d

. . · ave pro uced some of h " 
owar nes IS consistent with other I'n f . t e Igneous' clasts in 
. . I es 0 eVidence A b f 

nched m solar. type noble gases that . su set 0 the howardites is en· 

I f
are concentrated on th rf 

g ass ragments (Rao et al. 1991) Th .' . e su aces of mineral and 
. h . ese gases were Impla t d h 
In t e upper""' 1 m of the regolith Th. . new en the grains resided 

f 
. .. . e gas-nch howardltes a 'I . . 

ments a meteontlc Impactors and f. re a so ennched 10 frag-
. 0 Impact melts Ch d'· I 

volumetncally minor component of h d. . on f1UC casts are a common ,'f , owar Ites Most h d·· ' 
hydrated, phylosilicate.bearing CM2 h d.' c on nUc clasts are similar to the 
morphosed el, and CV3 chond't c on Intes , although clasts similar to CR2 meta-

n es are a so know (Z I· ' 
el al. 2003). Warren et a!. (2009) noted that ' a _. n 0 ensky et at. 1996; Gounelle 
nched In Siderophile elements (e.g. nickel an~ ~ri~~h howardltes are also significantly en· 
~uchanan et al. (2009) reached a similar c I ' . urn) c~mpa~ed to gas-poor howardites. 
I~ most .HED polymict breccias, even in ~~c :~Ion, nOllng high siderophile abundances 
slderophde enrichment is attributed. .sence of observable foreign clasts. The 
recognizable clasts to sUbmicroscop\~ I:~orpo;atlo~ of meteoritic materials ranging from 
spherical to irregular in shape and incl dlnera grainS. Impact melt panicles range from 
Olsen e. al. 1990). Olsen et at. (1990) u e both glass and devitrified glass (Bunch 1975' 
on howardites is generally similar to th~0~~1k t~t the bulk composition of glasses found 
~asses are present in Monticello and Y-7308 B eteonte compos, lion, but that silica-rich 

wardnes enriched (up to 6 wt. %) in K 0 'S a~at et al. (2009) dIscovered glass spheres in 
represent shock· melts of previously uns2 

. I o~ papers suggest that these unusual glasses 

~~Iear whether such lithologies are ::~Ie la:::
k 

types from .the HED pareot body. It 
g a, akin to the ferroan clast in Y-7308 ' . ·stage segregations from a crystallizing 

: US '0 .he lunar KREEP terrane, Sider;p~rlm'~ht s~mple larger 'erranes, perhaps anal
of Impact melt spherules can serve as . lee ement ennchments, foreign fragments 

":i~:~rements of noble gas enriChme~:~x~:;~~ regolith exposure, even io the absenc: 
Conv, ,~ .hese characteristics be classified ' d' et at. (2009) proposed that howardites 

~CCi~~~' ::dW:i~iit~; ~~dp~Oml ymic.t eucrites. :~a~ la~s~I~~~s~uS~~~a:lsure::~~:~~~~hh~;::~tebs, 
upper ary Igneous iltholog' y A meter of the regolith. les, may not have been exposed within 

50 a group pol . 
Irtvaluabl . .' ymlct breccias from the HED . e inSights into, their parent bod If group proVide a broad sampling of, and 

. y. we accept that most HED meteorites originated 
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,,' lasts in lymict breccias are essential to under-
on Vesta, the charactenslicS of Igneous c 'd POd by extension the geologic processes 

I " d' ersity of that asterOl an , , 
standing the petro oglc IV " I I 1997 " Gaffey 1997) suggest that much "s I b ations (e g Blnze et a " , that shaped It. pectra 0 serv .",' alogy and bulk chcmical compost. 
o f the surface of Vesta resembles the howardltes In mmer 

tion, 

2.4 Magnetic Anisotropy 

" ' 0 the bulk fabri c of rocks. Magnetic measurements of 
Magnetic amsotropy ~s a proxy f r 1994' Gaaecceca et al. 2008) demonstrate that eu
HED meteoritcs (Collinson and Morden "'1 an anl"sotropy Howcver, the magnetic 

" h d't d'splay SimI ar me . 
crites, diogemtes, and owar I es I h f d"ogenites are more neutral, and those of 

" arkedly oblate t ose a I " fabri cs of eucntes are m . .'. b . the HEDs havc strong and spatially co-
" d' ate Despite bemg reCClas, . . 

howardites are mterme I . d f t' on occurred after the last breCCiatIOn. 
" " t Y indicating that c orma I 

hcrent magnetic amsO rop , . f b 'cs in eucrites and diogenitcs to lithosta-
Gaa ecceca et a\. (2008) attributed the m~gnellc d\h

n 
fabrics in howardites to hypervelocily 

ti c compaction and thermal metamorphism, an e 

impacts. 

3 Geochemistry and HED Petrogenesis 
" "" I d "gneous rocks and polymict breccias 

" d b h HED meteonte sUite IOC u es I 'f As descnbe a ave , t e . Is accreted to the surface of the dl -
f h I" hi " es plus exogenouS matena , . 

composed 0 t ose It oogl . . re determined by the composltlons 
"d I neous rock compoSitIOnS a 

ferentiated parent asterol . g d h ses that affected these magmas duro 
f h . t magmas an t e proces 

of the sources 0 t elr ,paren I " " the rule in igneous systems, and the 
d l"d ·C. ( Incomplete me ling IS 

ing melting an so I Illca Ion. , h d f partial melling. Crystals arc com-
f I d"ffer depending on t e egree 0 d 

composi tions 0 me ts I . h h w (fractional crystallization), pro uc-
d f th liquid from whlc t ey gre .. 

monly segregate rom e ' ressive changes in the compostUOn 

ing crystal aggregations (cumulates) and c:u sI~g pr~fi gneous rocks from the HED parent 
of the remaining melt. Thus, study of the c elml ~try I f on of that body. The composition' 

"d . r (on about the petro oglc evO u I f 
asteroid provl es 10 orma I . 1 .' cess that occurred subsequent to or· 
of polymicl breccias constrain the physIc a mlx10g pro 

mation of a solid crust. . HED . · tes with the goals of constraining tbe 
Here we examine the geochemistry of . . metfetohn astero"ld and its later impact hisl~ 

"bl f d' fferenttatl on 0 e . I" I< 
igneous processes responsl e or If" (b salts and cumulate gabbros) In 19 

. h mposilions 0 eucntes a . t"1lf 
We begin by evaluating t e co .. ta available for these rocks. After remtcrpre I . 

of the vast body of new composItional dad" " nd polym"lct breccias. We ulilize the 
. d ' the IOgemtes arid 

the basaltic suite, we consl er In tum ilable in 286 literature sources and our ~npub IS nd 
best averages calcula~ed from data ava that rovide strong constraints on IgneOUS a 
data. We discuss a Wide range of elements. P Dawn wi \I analyze a much m~.lre 

h gh the GRaND IOstrument on h GRa\ 
mixing processes, even t ou . (2007) provide an example of OW 

restricted set of elements. USUI and McSween .. Vesta 
analyses might be used to identify HED compOSItiOnS on . 

3. 1 Geochemistry of Eucriles and Basaltic Magma Series 
. was based on 

. . h ' formatio n of HED meteontes rdJII 
The nrst modem attempt at mterpretlng t e su ested that pallasites, diogenites, hoWl a# 
teorite petrology (Mason 1962, 1969)" He "gg f ed on a once-molten 

. d d a differenU8t10n sequence arm 
and cucriles could be conSI ere. h It asteroid to form a core 
oid. Iron metal and olivine crystalli zed from t e mo en 
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Silicate crystallization switched to magnesian orthopyroxene, forming a mantle (diogenites), 
followed by crystall ization of ferroan pyroxenes and plagioclase to form a mafic crustal layer 
(howardites), and ultimately the residual melt crystallized as gabbros (cumu late eucrites) or 
quenched in the near-surface environment (basaltic eucritcs). 

Crystallizat ion models he ld sway umil Stolper (1977) performed melting experiments on 
basa ltic eucrites and showed that at low pressure and moderately reducing conditions, some 
eucrites were multi ply saturated on their liquidi with pigeonite, ± olivine, spi nel, plag io
clase and metal. He interpreted these meteorites as represen ting primary partial melts. Other 
basaltic eucrites had compositions that resembled experi mental melts after varying amounts 
of pyroxene and plagioc lase crystallization. Stolper ( 1977) interpreted these as representing 
evolved melts fo rmed after equilibrium or fracti onal crystallization of primary partial melts. 
Using major element data available at that time, he concluded that Stannern , Ibitira, Sioux 
County, and Juv inas fo rmed a suite of primary partial melts, whereas the other eucrites 
he s(Udied were res idual me lts fro m crystallization of either S ioux County- or lu vinas- like 
precursors. No eucrites were identified as residual melts from Stannern-like or Ibi tira- like 

precu rsors. 
Consolmagno and Drake ( 1977) modeled the rare eanh element (REE) conlents of 

basaltic eucrites. They found that the REE pauerns of Stanne rn , S ioux County, and luvinas 
could be modeled as primary partial melts of a primitive source as interpreted by Stolper 
(1977). However, they also modeled most other basaltic eucrites as primary partial melts, in 
contrast to Sto lper's (1977) interpretation that they represent res idual me lts, Consolmagno 
and Drake ( 1977) fou nd that the REE patterns of cumulate euc ri tes are consistent with fo r
mation as pigeonite-plagioc lase cumulates from basalt ic eucrite magmas, consistent with 
Stolper'S (1977) interpretation. 

Figure 7 summarizes compositional signatures of eucri tes that support Stolper's inter
pretation. Figure 7a is a rep lica of the Ti versus mg# diagram used by Stolper (1 977) to 

illustrate hi s petrogenetic scheme (he ac tually used fe# as the x-axis; plouing mg# in re
lase order is equivalent). Titanium is an incompati ble element in basaltic magmas. During 
panial melting, Ti is quantitative ly partitioned into the first-formed mel ts, and continued 
melting dilutes Ti in the melt. During basaltic magma crystallization, the minerals formed 
an: Ti-poor, resulting in increasi ng Ti in the residual me lts as crystallization proceeds. The 
mg# of a parti al melt is buffered by o li vine in the source region and thus undergoes on ly a 
,light increase as melting proceeds. During crystalli zation the mg# steadily decreases as Mg
n~h mafic minerals (o li vine and/or pyroxene) crystallize from the melt. The partial mehing 
trend. know n in HEDs as the Stannem-trend, shows decreasing Ti with litt le change in mg# 
fr(l~ the eponymous Stanncm through Ibitira to the most primitive (highest mg#, lowest Ti) 
mam-group cucrite Sioux County. The fractional crysta llization trend, known in HEDs as 
the Nuevo Laredo-trend, shows increasing Ti with dec reasing mg# going from main-group 
C'UC ntl: Sioux County to the eponymous Nuevo Laredo. (Because the Nuevo Laredo-trend 
emanates from the compositional space of main-group eucrites, we wi II refer to this trend as 
the main-group--Nuevo Laredo-trend.) 

A trace incompatible element such as Hf substituted for Ti on Stolper's diagram (Fig. 7b) 
~II ~hows th: di stinction between Stanne rn and most other eucrites, but nOl.e that Ibitira 
S no longer lntennediate between Stannem and Sioux County. The distinction between 
,~ne~ and the main-group-Nuevo Laredo-trend eucri tes is maintained if Sc (distribution 
~ hCll:nt of 0.5 to I) is used instead of mg# (Figs. 7c, d). Note that on the Ti or Hfversus Sc 

grams the Stannem-trend (Stannern through Ibi tira) does not intersect the main-group-
111:\0 Laredo tre d h . ., , S' - n at t e most pnmHlve (lowest TI , Hf and Sc) ends. 

mCe Stolpe, pre d h" " , f " " Ie) . sente IS interpretation 0 eucnte petrogenesIs, many new HED me-
have been recovered, the number of chemical analyses available has dramatica lly 

,<1 Reorin lcd from the iournal 



mg# (molar) 

. I r 1977) petrogenetic scheme for bas~ltic e.ucrites. a Ti vs 

F
. 7 Compositional representations of the SIO pe ( . aJ ,aJlization (fe) trends Identified by Stol~r 
19. . I . (m) and fraction crys d nd 

# d·lagram showing the partial me ling P d (S) and main.group-Nuevo Lare o·tre 
mg d h se the Stannern -lren . (SC) d 
(1977). Subsequent usage has terme t.e b'lira (Ib) Nuevo Laredo (NL) , SIOUX County . an , 

(MG NL) respectively. Labeled meteonles are I 1 . ',·bl element Hf is substituted for the mcom 
- , 'd ot if the Incompa Ie. d d TIt 

Stannem (St), b The same trends are ~~1. ,c . 0 longer intermediate in the partial meltmg tren . \ d"f 
patible element TL Note howev~r, t~at IIlra 1~ n

t
_ 0 5- 1) Sc can be "ubstituted fOf mg# to define 1 e I · 

meso-compatible element (distnbutlon c~ffic\en - tal'lization The meteorites shown in all panels are t~~ 
ferences between partial melting an~ fractlOn#a d~rys ,hose ~sed by Stolper (1977), whereas the Hf an 

(1977) Th T, and mg ala are 
~~~:i::~e~~g~~O~~1I data ~vaiJ:ble for the meteorites shown 

. b ade fOf some: 
.' han es in classification have cen m . 

increased and their quality has Improved, c gd Th s it is necessary to reexamme I~ 
. I ork has been one. u, d 

HEDs and more expenmenta w . ' . I· ht of these new ala. , . t' of basaltic eucntes m Ig . 
chemical classification and mlerpreta iOn S d·agrams for basaltic eUCflt.es usin~ 

. # and Hf versus c I . tdau 
Figure 8 presents TI versus mg t I (2007), tWO dlStlllC 

. d A first shown by Barrat ea. f '""" 
averages of available euc~te ala. S T Hf cluster encompasses eucriles that 0 TIt 
clusters appear on these dIagrams. The low I

d
, d retain that name for this c1us:e~. I 

. N vo Laredo~tren an we nglna 
the original mam~group-- ue Al h h a partial melting trend as 0 IuS 
Ti- and Hf-rich cluster includes Stannern.. t oug the Stannem-trend name to 1 

posited by Stolper (1977) is no 10;ger ObdVIOU~a;:na::~:aIOUSlY high mg# (Fig. 8~). :' 
cluster, as did Barrat et al. (2007). omoz 1110. mulate containing an unusual Y 

b rtial cumulate, I.e. a cu . l\of 3' 
rock is interpreted to e a pa I 1990). Its high mg# IS a resu tJtoIC 
amount of trapped intercumulus melt (wa.~~~ t~~;e' element contents (Fig. 8b) reflectne 
mutation of pyroxene, while its inc.ompau 'd ' fi d other partial cumulatesamo 
of the trapped melt. Petrologic studies have not ' enll e 
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Fig. 8 Updated compositional representations of basaltic eucrite chemical types. a Ti vs. mg# diagram. 
Shown are averages of available data for all basailic eucrites, plus the ungrouped basaltic achondrites Ibitira 
and Northwest Africa 011. Pomozdino (Po) has a high mg# because it is a partial cumulate (Warren et al. 
1990). b Hf vs. Sc diagram. Cumulate eucrites and ungroupcd cumulate gabbro A-88 1394 are also shown. 
A partial melti ng model (pm arrow) that previously matched Stannern-trend eucrites Bouvante (Bo) and 
S,annem (St), and the main-group eucrites does not adequately account for the most trace-element-poor Stan
nem.trend eucrites, and a model that passes through the latter does not match the compositions of main-group 
~ucrites . With the additional data now available, the main-group---Nuevo Laredo-trend eucrites may repre
sent two or more fractional crystallization sequences, and the Slannem-trend may represent a fractional crys
tallization sequence (fcl iq arrows) . Some cumulate eucrites arc broadly consistent with crystalline material 
fractionated from basaltic eucrites (fcsol arrows) . Also labeted is NWA 4523 (N) with anomalously high Ti 
and Sc (Barrat et al . 2007). Symbol sizes are correlated with the degree of confidence in the average: large 
!.Imhof-standard deviation is S 10%; medium symbol- standard deviation is > 10% and S 20%; small 
symbol-standard deviation is > 20% or only a single analysis is available 

basaltic eucrites, and the unique nature of Pomozdino is further supported by the lack of 

other examples with anomalous mg# (Fig. 8a). 
As was the case in Fig. 7, Ibitira falls within the Stanncm-(rend on the Ti versus mg# 

diagram (Fig. 8a) but within the main-group-Nuevo Laredo-trend on the Hf versus Sc plot 
[Fig. 8b). We noted earlier thatlbitira is on oUllier in 6, l7 0 (Wiechert e( aL 2004) and that 
It also has several petrologic and compositional characteristics (hat are distinct from other 
~a!tic eucrites (Mittlefehldt 2005). Ibitira is therefore considered an ungrouped basaltic 
achondrite and may not be from Vesta. A second un grouped basaltic achondrite, NWA 011, 
~ws petrologic and chemical similarities to basaltic eucrites, but is distinct from them in 
detail (Yamaguchi et al. 2002). 

h is possib le that the main-group---Nuevo Laredo-trend is actually a composite of (wo or 
more fractionation trends. The data distribution shows considerable variation in Ti at similar :#, and variation in Hf at similar Sc content, that can be explained by distinct fractionation 
adnds.slaning from different parent magmas (Fig. 8b). The Stannem-trend no longer shows 
Irt:nhut~on compatible with partial melting. Barral et aL (2007) have modeled Stannern-

eucmes as being hybrid melts. In their model, magmas similar to main-group eucriles 
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dntes Ibl!ira and NWA 01 1. The main.group-Nu",o Laredo·trend eucrites correspond to trend A. end Stan· 
nem.

trend 
eucrites correspond to trend B of Ikeda and Takeda (1985). Pomozdino (Po) has a high mg. 

because it is a p""ial cumulate (Warren et al. 1990), Ferroao Bouvante (Bo) plotS close to the field 01 
main.group-Nuevo Laredo. trend eucrites. ALHA 8100 I (A) is anomalous cnmpared to other Stanoem·<rend 
eucrites; it also has a unique. fi ne.grained quenched texture (see te,t). Bluewing 001 (BI ; analysis by Ww,n 
et aI. 2009) has a higher N'}AI than any other besaltic eucrite. The significance nf the "Iative sizes of t~ 
data points is as given in Fig. 8 

interact with a hot crust of earlier generation main_group-Nuevo Laredo·trend eucrile'. 
The magma causes partial melting of the hot crust. and mingling of the magma with Ihe 
anatcctic melts yields hybrid magmas with the compositional signatures of Stannem·lreod 

eucrites. Cumulate eucrites can be modeled as crystaliine materials separated from the fractiooal· 
ing basaltic eucrites (Fig. 8b). Some cumulate eucrites have Hf contents that are too high for 
pure cumulates, but these can be modeled as mi xtures of cumulus phases and trapped roth 

(e.g. Mittlefehldt and Lindstrom 2003; Treiman 1997). 
Petrologic study of basaltic clasts in howardites identified twO trends based DO I~ 

Ca content of plagioclase and the Mg content of low-Ca pyroxene (Delaney et al. 1981. 
Ikeda and Takeda 1985). One trend. the peritectic basalts of Delaney et al. (1981), matched 
the mineralogic compositions of main.group-Nuevo Laredo·trend eucrites. The evolv<J 
basalt trend overlapped data from Stannem, the main·group-Nuevo Laredo·trend euenl< 
Chervony Kut and some clast data from the main.group-Nuevo Laredo·trend eucrile Pa.· 
monte (Delaney et al. 1981). Ikeda and Takeda (1985) referred to these twO trends as A and 
B; we use this terminology because it does not presuppose a mode of origin. 

A plot of bulk. rock molar NaJAI versuS mg# (Fig. 9) is roughly equivalent to the IDt. 
eral composition diagram (mole% anorthite in plagioclase vs. mole% enstatitc in pyro. 
ene) used by Delaney et al. (198 1) and Ikeda and Takeda (1985) to divide basaltic

euent 

into different trends. Sodium and AI are almost entirely contained in plagioclase. and ilO 
NaJ AI ratio is an inverse function of the plagioclase anorthite content. Most of Ihe \iIIl 
rock Mg and Fe are contained in pyroxene, and bulk·rock mg# will be a function \OW" 

Ca pyroxene enstatite content as long as the basalt does not also contain primary au. 
which is true of many basaltic eucrites. The chemical groupS main·group--Nuevo Larol> 
trend and Stannem.trend closely correspond to trends A and B of Ikeda and Takeda (lggS 
Stannem-trend basalts have higher NaJAI for a given mg# (Fig. 9), mimicking the mo~ 
plagioclase compositions of trend B basalt clasts from howarditcs (Delaney et al. I 
Ikeda and Takeda 1985). An exception to this is ALHA 81001, which has a mUCh 
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NaJAl than other Stannem-trend basalt Th· sets it apart petrographically from ~th;~ ba IS t?Ck als~ has a unique, quench texture that 
close LO the main-group- Nuevo Laredo-tre~~ t~~ ~ucntes (see Sect. 2.1). Bouvantc plots 
Ihan those main.group- Nuevo Laredo-trend basalts,. but nevertheless, has higher NaJAl 

The partial melting model sho . F. . asalts WIth SImIlar mg#. wn In Ig 8b IS one f f . 
!Tace element distributions for the Sta· 0 a amliy of models that could expl . 

d L' nnem·trend . am 
an "dstrom 2003). Stannem and Bouvante f Ii las tt was k.nown in 2003 (Milliefehidt 
mtercept the main-group--Nuevo Laredo-tre d

a 
a ~ng modeled partial melting tracks that 

the sequence. However, with the addition or"n eucntes at the primitive (low Sc, Hf) end of 
lo~ger saltsfies the basaltic cucrite data The ew meteorites, the partial melting mode l no 
trend eucntes, but many members have 'Sc an model passes through the field of Stannem· 
the parllal melting model) to be plausibl .' . d Hf cont.ents that are too low (to the left of 

~mod~~~~h~:~~~~t!~'dHefu~~t:~~~~:nidt deOu:eri~~~m~i;S ~:;:~~ ~~:t~f~~:~~~h~r~~i~~gh~~:p-ass 
e! b d . ' s not seem pos ·bl 

match ase on SImple assu mptions (e.g. based on a 51 e to construct a partial melting 
pn , lrace hthophile element data for those b I' chondnte·hke source composition) to 

~ltJvhe melts based on thei r major element c~a Itc eucntes that might be considered to be 
un er eV Idence su. mposJtlOns. 

ba\altic. ggesung that partial meltin d . 
\lu<iies beu~nlC compositions arises when sidero hile

g 
elmo els are mcapable of matching 

ho d Y alme and Rammensee (1981) N P ement contents are evaluated Early 
we Ihat ab d ' ewsom and Drak (1982) . 

Cnteswe . un ances of the refractory sideroph'l 1 e , and Newsom ( 1985) 
rcmcons. t . lee ements M d W· 

i"nially litho h'l tS ent wtth equilibration with metal in a so 0 an to basaltic eu· 
dements F pI e. The same conclusion can be reach d h urce regIOn. These elements are 

. or exam I hew en cons· d· th . 
<nodel that yields : e, t e Co contents of eucrites are a factor ; ~nng 0 er Stderophile 
tbcription of h t e lowest Co content for model melts F' 1

0 

3 Itmes lower than a 
IIonered by m'~w the model sources are calculated). Th; ~g. 0, see figure caption for a 
tho melli ng t I to the source region and thus d 0 contents of model melts are 
'" EH chon:mperature of Fe.rich metal is well a: not ~ary dunng silicate partial melting; 

tIIetaV" licatc n:'SI (Ftg .. 1.0) could yield Co contents°I~~ett~~Slhc~t~ sohdus. The model based 
t partIUon coefficient is "'""" 3 5 . . se 0 asaltlc eucrites if the solid 

. . tImes hIgher, or the parent body Co/Fe ralio 
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is ~ 2.5 times lower. Both options seem unlikely. The Co/Fe ratios of chondrites only vary 
by ~ 15% (Lodders and Fegley 1998), making the factor of 2.5 times lower Co in the parent 
asteroid implausible. MetaVsilicate melt partition coefficients have been determined exper
imentally, and compensations for variations with temperature, pressure, melt composition, 
and oxygen fugacity can be calculated (Righter and Drake 1997). For the modeling shown 
we used the partition coefficient of Holzheid and Pal me (2007), which gives a closer appro,: 
imation to the basaltic eucrite data than does the value used by Righter and Drake (1997) in 
their modeling. Parent asteroid compositions based on other model chondrite types (el, H, 

R in Fig. 10) give even poorer fits . 

3.2 Geochemistry of Diogcnites and Complexities in Vesta's Differentiation 

The discussion above on HED petrogenesis, and indeed most attempts at such mod
eling, are based on trying to explain the compositions and petrology of basaltic eu
crites. A holistic approach to understanding Vesta's petrologic evolution requires incor· 
porating diogenite petrology and composition into the modeling. Petrologic and compo
sitional studies of diogenites have shown that in general, orthopyroxene grains are quite 
uniform in major element composition within individual diogenites (Fowler et al. 1994: 
Mittlefchldt 1994). Some diogenites do show variations in grain compositions. These vari· 
ations are typically not continua, but distinct populations of grains from different source 
rocks in genomict or polymict breccias (Beck and McSween 2010; Fowler et aJ. 1994; 
Mittlefehldt 2000). In contrast to the uniformity in major elements, minor and trace incom· 
patibl

e 
element abundances are quite variable (Fowler et aJ. 1994, 1995; Mittlefehldt 1994). 

These studies have led to the conclusion that multiple parent magmas were responsible for 
diogenite formation (Fowler et aJ. 1995; Mittlefehldt 1994; Shearer et aJ. 1997). Some have 
raised the possibi lity that infi ltration metasomatism may have caused the disconnect between 
major clements and trace elements, and the ranges in trace element contents in diogenite py' 
roxenes (Fowler et aJ. 1994). This process is too ill-defined to properly evaluate in the ca" 
of diogenites. NumerouS diogenites have been recovered and analyzed since the mid 1990, 
resulting in increased diversity in major element compositions and expanded ranges in mi
nor and trace element compositions (Barrat et aJ. 2008). The trace element compositions in 

particular reveal that diogenite petrogenesis was complex. 
Figure II shows averaged bulk rock compositions for Sm versuS Sc for diogenites and 

MIL 03443. This latter meteorite is a brecciated dunite that appears to be related to di. 
genites (Krawczynski et aJ. 2008; Mittlefehldt 2008). Excluding the anomalous diogeni" 
Dhofar 700 (Barrat et aJ. 2008), the diogenite suite exhibits a range in Sc contents from 
~ 5.6 to ~ 22 ~g/g and Sm varies by over a factor of 300. An example fractional erystaili/j' 
tion model is also shown. This model is based on the "HED-EH" model of Ruzicka et . 
(1997) which has an expanded range of low-Ca pyroxene crystallization and produces I~ 
maximum range in cumulate pyroxene trace element compositions of any of the models I~ 
considered. The partition coefficients used were calculated after Jones (\995). 

The diogenite suite includes some members that have very low Sm (MET ()0424. Tau
houine) or Sc (NWA 1461) contents that are out of the range achievable by model cum

ulal 

or their mixture with trapped melts. Most diogenites have Sc contents that can be mol
eled within the framework of the Ruzicka et aJ. (1997) HED petrogenetic scheme, but "", 

contain more Sm than predicted by the fractional crystallization model (Fig. II). todtI 
Two mechanisms can account for the high Sm contents of diogenites relative to the n ~ 

cumulate; admixture of eucritic material in brecciated diogenites, or inclusion of t:,. 
melt. Some diogenites are classified as being polymict breccias containing a smail a 
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unpLiblished). A fractional crystallization model (f ) bUOltcd MIL 03443 (analysis by Beck and Miulefehldt 

h

' . C case on the "HED EH" d t f • 
IS S own lor companson. /Irved arrows show mixin bet - rna e 0 Ruzicka et al. (1997) 
with the tick marks at 5, 10, 20 and 30% melt d h g ween c~mu.late orthopyroxene and trapped melt 
range in incompatible trace element contents than I I 'dan-ffiOWS termmatlOg at 40%. Diogenites exhibit a wide' 

. I a are I cult to explain I 
a smg e parent melt. Labeled diogenites are Dhofar 700' . as cumu ates plu s trapped mel t from 
MET 00424 (M), NWA 146 1 (N' analysis by W (D, analysIs by Barrat et al. 2008) Garland (G) 
analysis), Tatahouine (T) and Y-79 1200 (y. a"atarT.enbel wal. 2(09), QUE 93009 (Q; Miltlerehld't unpublished' 

, " ySIS Y arren et al. 2009) . 

of eucritic debris (Delaney et al 1983) M' I f hi 
Garland, bulk-rock analyses we~e meas' _ Ibttl c e dt (~994) showed that for one of these ura y contamInat d . h . ' 
dements compared to an unbrecciated orth e ~It Incompatible lithophile 
another polymict diogenite Afoun el A opyrox~n~-chromlte clast (Fig. 11). However 

, trouss exhibits no "f]' ' 
whole-rock and clast samples (Fig II ) A ' . sign! cant difference between 
'f' . . t present petrog a h' d .. 
tl Y polymlct breccias is incomplete and th f' r p IC stu y 01 dlOgenites to iden-
. ' ereorethcpotet'lf b . 
tn whole-rock analyses is incompletely known n la or asaluc contamination 

The incompatible trace element content of an . 
nated by a trapped melt component if resent on~o~yroxenJte cumulate will be domi -
and their equilibrium melts are shownPt '1I . Four mixIng curv~s between onhopyroxenes 
compositions (Fig. 11). The curves end

o 
I ~~~ate the effects 01 trapped melt on cumulate 

to. 20 and 30%. Roughly half th d ' at. 0 trapped melt, and the tick marks are at 5 
So/, e logenttes can be I' d' ' ~ 0 trapped melt component Some h exp alOe as being cumulates with 

. ,owever would . 2 
amounts of trapped melt should be revealed b ~ reqUire> 0% trapped melt. Large 
nol been a coordinated petrographic and com y hlgher modal plagioclase contents. There has 
~yslematlC variations in trapped It positIOnal study of dlOgenHes that might reveal 
ma " me contents Such a . y COntam Inordinately high trap d I' survey IS needed to evaluate which 

In spite of thes .. pe me t components. 
e uncertaIntIes a mod 1 h f magma (or magma ocean seem' . ~ t at ~rms al.1 d.iogenites from a common arent 

and Yb/Sc ratios (Barrat ~t al ;~n8coMnS'tsttlenfthwldllh vanatlOns in Dy / Yb, Sm/Yb, s~/sc 
pears toh b ., lee t et al 2009) D' . ' ave een more complex than that' f d f' '. IOge.nlte petrogenesis ap-

lO eITe rom basallic eucntes. 

1.1 Poly . rn\ct Breccias and Impact Mixing 

As described' cru 1 m Sect. 2.3, polymict bre . . I>t.:~~nits are important constituents ~~I~~ec~~:;o~e~ 01 frag~ental material from multiple 
IOn! prOVide clues to the mixin a eCllon. he compositions of polymict 

pled as Individual meteorites. g process and may reveal the presence of lithologies not 
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0 
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h . t'ble trace e emen , , . Al n" 
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for the presence of chondnl1c debns . h wn that chondri tic clasts, dominate L. " Cl 
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d to lesser extent CR matena , . The Ni conlen s -
an . M for HED meteontes. 28 
1996). Figure 12c shows N1 versus I ~2009) estimated Ni contents of 2.3 ± . 
lithologies are qUIte low. Warren et a ' 
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pristine basaltic eucrites, 3.5 ± 3.0 f.lg/g for pristine cumulate eucrites, and 37 ± 36 f.l.g/g for 
pristine diogenites. A 1 % CM chondrite component would add 123 f.l.glg Ni to a polymicl 
breccia. Excluding the three polymict breccias with> 900 f.lg/g Ni, howardites and polymict 
eucrites are estimated to contain 0-4% chondri tic debris. 

On average, howardites contain higher Ni contents than do polymict eucrites. Hewins 
(1982) noted that those howardites with higher Ni contents are also rich in solar wind~ 
implanted noble gases. The higher Ni and solar wind gas contents suggest that the 
howardites were gardened on Vesta's sUiface, and thus they may be representative of the av~ 
erage material excavated by impacts. Warren et al. (2009) noted that the subset of howardites 
with high Ni and high solar wind gas contents show a limited range of AI contents of 
'" 42--48 mg/g. They estimated that this corresponds to an approximate 2: I mixture of eu~ 
crite:diogenite. Warren el al. (2009) suggested these howardites might represent ancient, 
well-mixed regolith. They refer to them as regolithic howardites to distinguish them from 

other howardites. 

4 Chronology 

Studies of radioactive isotopes and their daughter products in HEDs indicate a range of ages. 
These data constrain the timescale for Vesta's differentiation, the ages of its igneous crustal 
rocks, the chronology of its later impact history, and the duration of cosmic~ray exposure 
of HED meteorites in space. These ages provide a foundation for understanding Vesta's 
geologic evolution, and they can be compared with crater density ages estimated from Dawn 

imagery. 

~. I Age and Duration of Magmatic Activity 

The timing of magmatism on Vesta can be constrained by determining the crys talli za4 

lion ages of its volcanic rocks. However, most HED meteorites have experienced thermal 
processing after crystallization (see below) and thus many radiochronometers record sub~ 
~quent thermal events. Despite this complication, the 147Sm_t43Nd ages of some basaltic 
eucrites indicate ancient magmatic activity close to '""'-' 4.56 Ga (e.g. Wadhwa and Lug
mair 1995; Nyquist et al. 1997; Kumar et al. 1999). In some cases where the long~lived 
1~' Sm-143Nd system has been reset, the short~lived 146Sm_t42Nd system still indicates very 
early crystallization (Prinzhofer et al. 1992). Although the R7Rb_87Sr chronometer is more 
\,lJsccptible to thermal disturbance than the t47Sm~t43Nd chronometer, the data for basaltic 
cucrites generally support ancient crystallization ages (e.g. Nyquist et al. 1986). The U~ 
Ph system, the most precise method of absolute dating, in basaltic eucrites has generally 
~n reset by later thermal events, but a 207 Pb_206 Pb isochron for the Asuka 881394 basaltic 
Olcrite yields an age of 4566.5 ± 0.2 Ma (Wadhwa et al. 2009). Note, however, that this 
tneteorite has an anomalous oxygen isotopic composition (Fig. I) and other features, so its 
connection to Vesta is questionable (Scott ct al. 2009a). 

The former presence of short~lived radio nuclides in basaltic eucrites supports their an4 
\lC~1 ages. Excess 26Mg formed by the decay of 26 Al in eucrite plagioclase (e.g. Srinivasan 
~~1999; Nyquist et at. 2003) suggests crystallization within '""'-' 5 Myr of the formation 
de !.olar system (as defined by CAls). The former presence of live 53 Mn has also been 
~~r.ated. in basaltic eucrites (Lugmair and Shukolyukov 1998; Nyquist et al. 2003, 

. nnquler et al. 2008). The 53 Mn~53Cr ages indicate igneous activity began within 

101 Renrinlerl fmm Ihe inurn::l l 
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_ 3 Myr and continued until _ 10 Myr after CAI5. Evidence for live 60Fe in basaltic eu

cntes at the time of their crystallization (Shukolyukov and Lugmair 1993) also attests to 

In contrast to the basaltic eucrites, the cumulate eucritcs and diogenites have significant early fomation. 

younger, concordant i47S m_ '43Nd, 207 Pb_2tJ6 Pb, and sometimes "Rb_
87

Sr ages (e.g. Jaco. 
son and Wasserburg 1984; Takahashi and Masuda 1990; Tera et al. 1997). This lateriso
topic closure, as much as _ 150 Myr after the basaltic cucrites, may imply that magmatism 

persisted for this long interval. Extended magmatism has also been suggested based on I 
4430 ± 30 Ma i47 sm_'43Nd age for the EET 90020 basaltic eucrite (Nyquist et al. 1997). \1 

may be more likely, however, that slow cooling within the thermally insulated cJUst cou~ 
account for the consistently younger ages of these plutonic rocks. 

Internal mineral isochrons record ages of individual crustal rocks, whereas whoie-roci 
isochrons (constructed with data from the entire HED group) reflect the timing ofpa"~ 
daughter isotope fractionation in the mantle source-in other words, the age of diff,"'" 
tion to form the crust and mantle. A whole-rock " Rb-87 Sr isochron for the basaltic eocn 
yields an age of 4.55 ± 0.6 Ga (Smoliar 1993). Whole-rock isochrons based on shon-Ii 

radionuclides define the timing of differentiation more precisely. The 5lMn-"Cr is"''''''" 
for HEDs (Fig_ 13a; Trinquier et al. 2008) gives a global si licate (crust-mantle) differ< 
tion age of 2.2 ± 1.1 Myr after CAls, corresponding to an absolute age of 4564.

9 
± 1.1 

The I82 Hf_'82W chronometer defines the timing for core formation, because Ihe 
lived hafnium isotope is lithophile and its tungsten decay product is siderophile. If 

fractionation occurred before 182 Hf had decayed, then the ratio of 182W to 

4.2 Timing of Global Differentiation 
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Fig.14 Probability plot of 40 Ar_39 Ar ages f b . ~on (2009). The peaks are thought to rcprcsc~t un . recclated and brecciated eucrites, after Bogard and G . major Impact eve nts aJ1l -

I~W wo~ld b~ higher than chondritic in the silicat 
cntes denved from it. Conversely, a lower 182W/ 184 e mantle, . an~ consequently in the eu· 
A whole-rock 182Hf.182W· h f W would indicate later core format· 

ISOC ron or HEDs (Fi 13 . . . IOn. 
et al. 2006) suggests that rapid core format. g. b, Kleine et al. 2004 and Wadhwa 
manti) d"ff .. Ion occurred 0 9 ± 0 3 M bef . -e I erenllatlOn, at 4563.2 ± 1.4 Ma H . . . yr are slilcate (crust-
ImpreCiSely defined isotopic ratios for aver~ e ~wevcr, Kleme et al. (2009) argued that the 
maliGn more uncertain , and they calculated t~ aSafitIC eucntes make the lime of core for-

Imes a 3 ± 6 Myr after CAIs_ 

·u Thermal and Impact History 

The tim· . Ing of thermal and shock metam . . BreCCiated eucrites and h d. orphlsm IS best determined from 40 Ar 39 A 
deg . owar Ites (near surt·ace I - r ages_ 
. assmg, and their 40 Ar_

39 
Ar age h ~ samp es) show evidence of significant Ar 

n!\On 2003). Some workers have :r auv: een reset to between 4.1-3.4 Ga (Bogard and Gar
~ a global scale, and a model f g d that these ages represent thermal metamorphism 
• (1 985) a pyroxene homogeni t' . 
I_ I M suggested that such metamorph· za Ion In eucrites by Miyamoto et 
I~ yr). However, the diffusion data in t~m occurred over an extcnded pcriod of time 
u~~ave argued that the young 40 Ar_39 Ar ~s model were uncertain. Bogard and Garrison 
"SCt ed eucrites have ages ncar 45 ges represent Impact events_ Unbrecciated and 

by Impacts. The 40 A 39 . Ga, supporting the hypothesis that oun e ~htl plot (F c- Ar ages of brecciated HED·II _ Y g r ages were 
IOd 15 Gig. 14; Bogard and Garrison 2009 s, I ustrated on a Gaussian proba
~. a. The older 40 Ar_

39 
A ), mostly fall into clusters at - 4.0 3 9 3 8 

!Oolhforthe Moon. Could the :e:~~~v:r1ap the period of the late heavy bombardm~~t de~ 
POle Impact basin at one of th (n.d thus HEDs) have been excavated from the huge 

ese limes? Scott et al (2009b) ....... . proposed that Vesta's 
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. f HED meteorites, after Eugster ct aI . (2006) 
Fig,}5 CosmIc-ray exposure ages or 

d d
· the later 3.5 Ga event. This age is later 

have been fome unng . I 
large south pole crater may . ' f lh orbital evolution of mam be taster· 

b d t and sImulations 0 e . . 
than the late heavy born ar men, f h' I te heavy bombardment, theIr orbns 

, Y 'dhdformedbeoretea 
oids suggest that If the estOI sad (G mes et a\ 2(05). However, Marzan 

h sently observe 0 . . 
would be more scattered t an pre of """" I Ga for the formation of the VestOldS, based on 
et al. (1996) proposed an upper bound I I (1997) al so suggesled a fairly young age r. 
orbital and collisional dynamiCs. Bmze e~ a .. 
Vestoids, based on their spectral charactensliCS. 

4.4 Sampling and Cosmic-Ray Exposure 

, d by Eugs"r a!li 
HED meteorites have been summanze 

>. 

Cosmic-ray exposure ages for I (2006) Basaltic and cumulate cU 

Michel (1995). Welten et al. (1997). and Eugster et a '22 d ~ 36 Myr and an additional 
d' \l form clusters at '" an ' h tit 

crites, diogenites, and howar Ites a M (F \5) These ages are much younger t an
ul eucrite-only cluster occurs at """' 12 yr Ig. '. exposure which dates the orbl 

4oAr_39 Ar ages for HEDs. This may imply that cosmlc.-ra
y 

I ' to y'estoids (Binzel and X 
. 'r" ted by Impac s 10 M-

lifetimes of sub-meter size meteors, ":as 101 la . II three members of the HEDs . . 
. k . VestOids must con tam a b uSC ~ 

1993); if correct, mulu- m SIZe .' b recent impacts on Vesta itself, eca 
tematively, these ages could reflect ~enval1?~ Ybital evolution from Vesta by the YarkO\ 
10--40 Ma cosmic-ray ages are consistent Wit or 

effect (Bottke et al. 20(0)" ' 2 e HED meleorites thaI fall within the ~ 22~:.a. 
The circled data shown In Fig. 1 ar . f both basaltic cucnle ch 

posure age peak. These met~orile.s include ~~~~e~::~~~I::~~ howardites. Were all.the~ 
trends cumulate eucrites, dlogemtes, poly I d by the same cratenng 

• , ay exposure age samp e s 
teorites having the same cosmlc-r . exposure age histogram a 

h I (1995) interpreted the cosmic-ray , h ""entlltO'" 
Eugster and Mic e . thatthe surface oft e 
that five such impact events are represented, suggestmg 

may be weJl sampled. 

KED Meteorites and Their Relationship to the Geology of Vesla 

5 Implications of HEDs for Vesta's Geologic History 

A goal of the Dawn mission is to provide data needed to construct an integrated geologic 
history of Vesta. That history should be consistent with what is inferred from HED mete

orites. 

5.1 Timing and Location 9f Vesta 's Formation 

Vesta'S accretion cannot be dated directly but its time of differentiation, no more than 1-
3 Myr after CA ls, as determined from HEDs, indicates that its formation was early. A pre
vious report that Vesta formed before 60Fe (produced in a supernova) was injected into 
the solar nebula (Bizzarro et al. 2(07), based on analyses of HEDs, has now been refuted 

(Dauphas et al. 2008), 
Bottke et a!. (200S) suggested that differentiated asteroids, such as Vesta, formed in the 

terrestrial planet region , rather than at their present heliocentric distances. Earlier accre
tion is expected closer to the Sun, where the swarm density of particles was higher, and 
early-formed planetesimals would have incorporated more live 26Al to facilitate melting. If 
correct, Vesta could be viewed as an unused planetary building block that escaped incorpo
ration into a terrestrial planet and was later perturbed into an orbit at greater heliocentric 

distance. 

5.2 Bulk Composition of Vesta 

The basaltic eucriles and howardites provide indirect evidence for the bulk compositional 
characteristics of Vesta (Consolmagno and Drake 1977; Dreibus and Wanke 1980; Mittle
fehldl1987; Morgan et aJ. 1978). Common features of model bulk compositions are low al
kali element contents, but refractory lithoph ile e lement contents near chondri tic abundances. 

The Na and Al contents of eucrites are almost entirely contained in plagioclase. Melting 
experiments (Stolper 1977) and REE modeling (Consolmagno and Drake 1977) show that 
lhe most primitive basaltic eucrite compositions were not in equilibrium with plagioclase. 
Thus, plagioclase was not a solid phase on the HED parent asteroid when primitive basaltic 
eucri tes fonned, and their NaJAI ratios will be close to that of the bulk asteroid regardless 
of the formation mechanism (partial melting or fractional crystall ization). Sodium was a 
moderately volatile element during condensation of the nebular gas, while Al was refractory 
(e.g. Lodders 2(03). The NaJAI of basaltic eucrites is then a representative fingerprint of 
the moderately volatile element fractionation recorded in the material that accreted to form 
Ve~ta. 

Ferrous Fe and Mn2+ are homologous species. Their ionic radii differ by only "'" 6% 
and therefore ferromagnesian phases do not greatly fractionate MnO from FeO during ig
neous processes. The FeO/MnO of Vesta is expected to be close to that of basaltic eucrites 
(Qreibus and Wanke 1980). Iron condensed as metal in the solar nebula, and reactions with 

"" r coo Ing gas converted some of the metal to FeS and the FeO component of ferromag-
:\Ian SIlicates (Lodders 2003). Thus, the FeO content of silicates is related to the degree 

01 
Ox,ldalion of the initial nebular condensates. Manganese condenses as a component in 

I\,'ne and . pyroxene at a temperature"""" 1800 below the condensatIon temperature of Fe 
metal, but well above the temperature where oxidation occurs (Lodders 2003). Volatility-
controlled nebula f ' , f ' IheFeO : raclionatJOn 0 Mn lrom total Fe may also have occurred. Nevertheless , 

F IMnO ratio of eucrites serves as a general indicator of Vesta's oxidation state. 
Igure 16 shows molar NaJAI versus FcO/MnO for basaltic eucrites compared to dif

hi chond . 
file types, anothe r group of asteroidal basalts (angrites), and two un grouped 



Fig. 16 Molar NaJAI vs. 
FeOfMnO for asteroidal basalts 
compared to average bulk 
chondrites from Lodders and 
Fegley ( \998). For the chondrite 
averages, bulk Fe was 
apportioned between metal , . 
sulfides, silicates and magnetite 
\0 estimale silicate FeO/MoO 
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, ' ' WA Oil) The HED parent asteroid is moderately re' 
basaltic achondntes (lblura and N. h' f d'nary chondrites. This agrees well with 

, 0 . 'rnllartot atO or I 
duced, wIth an FeO/Mn rallO SI . . f HED and ordinary chondrites. Measurements 
what is known about the oxyg~n fugacl~l es 0 h ; ' tes yield a range of va lues from '" 0.4 
of the intrinsic oxygen fugacIty ~f ord~~~~r~I~\ ~Brett and Sato 1984), Stolper (1977)io, 
to 1.1 log umts below the lron-wusute . ' partial melting of ,......, 1 log unit beloll 

. f crite petrogenesIs via . . 
ferred an oxygen fugaCity or eu d h ' tn' nsic oxygen fu gacity of two dlOgemte~ 

, d UI (1984) measure t e tn ' , 
[Wand Hewms an mer . . h F O / MnO ratio close to those of basall1c 

, . bo IW Iblura as a e .. 
to be at or - 0.5 log Untts a ve · h' h tOo suggesting a more oXidized parent 

WA Oil h s a much Ig er ra I , , ' , 
eucrites, where.as N . a O/ MnO ratios among asteroidal basalts, tndlcatmga 
body, The angntes have the hIghest Fe, ' I t that of CO or CM chondrites, 
parent asteroid wi~h an OXld~1I0~ state s l ~~i:~1 °lower than that of any chondri te type. 'fh( 

The Na/ Al ratio of eucntes IS su~sta Yb f tor of 3 higher than measured for 
, d CK hondnles are a out a ac . . . 

Na/ AI rali OS of CV. an c The low Na/ AI ratios for basaltic eucntes Indicate a 
Stannern-trend eucntes (""' 0 .07-0.09). d to solar abundances. Even greaw 

, ' N f 4 Vesta when compare . d" 
factor of to depletion \0 a or f f 250 for Cs were estimate L1~ r 1 lS up to a acLOr 0 "'-' , . 
depletions in the other alka I e ernen "/ Al ratio like those of basaltic eucntes, suggesl1n~ 
Mittlefehldt (1987), NWA Oil has a Na I ' for its parent asteroid but the Na / AI raM 
similar moderately vo latile element de.p etl~~~es. An riles are severeiy depleted in mOO: 
of Ibitira is less than half that of basalli~ eu hi g order of magnitude lower than I~ 

, 'th Na / AI rall OS roug Y an 1"" 
ately volatile elements, WI. . v lati\C and highly volatile elements ap 
of basaltic eucrites. Depletion \0 moderate.ly ? 

' N" . ted asterOIds like Vesta. .' 1k 
characteri stic of ~any dillerenlia ' s bulk che mical composition was chondnl1c. 

Other constraints ~uggest that vesta
d 

from a chondri tic source (Consolmagno and Dr:: 
REE patterns for eucntes ca~ be modele d Lu Hfratios among eucrites suggest the~ fo 
1977), and the narrow range In Sm/ Nd an. :hondritiC abundances of refractory hth~phI 
as large-degree mells from a source haVing d h wever it is not possible to reconCIle 

, I 2002) As already note ,0 , , ' 
elements (Bhcherl et a . . . . . h known chondrite compostU ons. 
low alkali element abundan.ces In eucntes w:~ be used to constrain their mantiC SO~fl'C 

The compositions of pnmary magmas c. bout the degree of partial mell1n~ 
gion compositions. provided adequ~te assumpllons a . es were rimary melts, bUt 

be made, Stolper (1977) hypotheSlZ~~8t~a~~~::r:~~~"hat primftive liquid com095 
workers (e.g. Takeda 1997; Warren l ' eriments (Jurewicz et al. 1993, 
are absent from the HED collection. ~e U;g eXPstratcd that partial melts of eM 
ing carbonaceous and ordinary chondntes emon I t' les could have escaped the 

. . ' tes so long as vo a I 
had compositions simIlar to cucn , 
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However, the CM chondrite experimental melts could not produce enough orthopyroxene 
to explain the occu rrence of diogenite cumulates (Jurewicz et al. 1993). LL chondrite me lts 
produced orthopyroxene in abundance, but these melts were unlike eucri tes (Jurewicz et 
,I. 1995), Righter and Drake ( 1997) favored a mixture of CM and L chondrites that sati s
fied the oxygen isoLOpes, the FeO/ MnO ratio, and siderophile and lithophile trace element 
abundances for eucrites. 

If Vesta di fferentiated via near-total melting and fractional crysta llization (Ruzicka 
el al. 1997; Warren 1997) as di scussed below, then eucrites are not direct probes of 
the mantle of the parem asteroid. In that case, parent body models that rely on the as
sumption of equilibrium between melt and mamle (e.g. Consolmagno and Drake 1977; 
Jones 1984) are invalid. The constraints derived from Na/ Al and FeO/ MnO above are still 
valid, though, and Fig. 16 remains useful for estimating the moderately volatile clement 
depletion and re lative oxidation state of Vesta. 

5.3 Global Differentiation of Vesta 

Haack et al. (1990) devised a thermal evolution models for Vesta based on long-li ved ra
dionuclide decay. However, the recogn it ion that the HED parent body accreted very early 
means that it incorporated significam quantities of sho rt-li ved radionuclides like 26 Al and 
!liFe, which would have dominated its early thermal hi story. The thermal model of Ghosh 
and McSween (1998), based on short-li ved radionuclide heating and constrained by the 
propenies of HEDs, divided Vesta 's evolution into stages: (I ) radiogenic heating of a homo
g~neous asteroid until metal-sulfide eutectic melting and core separation; (2) further heating 
of the mantle until silicate partial me lting and crust formation; and (3) subsequent heating 
and cooling of the differentiated body. Thermal calculations for Vesta are complicated due 
to the migration of heat sources during the simulation (6O Fe is incorporated into the core and 
MAl into the crust). The model produced a reverse geothermal gradient, which minimized 
heat loss from the asteroid 's interior for - 100 Myr. 

Shon-lived radionuclides in HEDs suggest that Vesta 's core separated "'" 1 Myr before 
mantle melting was extensive enough to form the crust (Kleine el al. 2004; Wadhwa et al. 
2006), consistent with the model above and with the observation that the eucrite source 
region was demonstrably metal-free (Righter and Drake 1997). The crystallization ages of 
ba.\altic eucrites indicate vo lcanism extended for """'" 10 Myr and possibly longer (Trinquier 
~t al. 2008). Older radiometric ages for rocks formed deeper in the crust (cumulate eucrites 
and diogenites) may suggest that magmatism continued for perhaps another 100 Myr, or 
the~ younger ages may si mply reflect slow cooling to isotope blocking temperatures. 

Although some geochemical evidence appears to favor crystalli zation of a largely molten 
t\l(rold as the operative mechanism for formati on of the HED igneous suite, this leaves un
e\plamed the experimental observation that those basaltic eucrites with the most primitive 
comPO~itions (highest mg#, lowest Sc, Ti, HI) are saturated with olivine on their liquidi , 
Indtca~tng eq ui1ibration wi th o li vine in the source region (Stolper 1977). This is an unlikely :h If a magma ocean underwent fractional crystalli zation. Modeling of this process shows 

lhere is an extended period of crystallization of orthopyroxene ± chromite between the 
~lion of olivine crysta llization and the point where the melt becomes saturated in pJagio
he (I." becomes eucritic)(Ruzicka et al. 1997), Neverthe less, Warren ( 1985) developed a 
ks~IiC scena rio that purportedly can explain olivine saturation on the liquidus of residual 

equIlibrium cryst II' , I' , , " Dr.kt 1 a lZatlOn 0 a magma ocean IS an alternative mechamsm (Righter and 
9(7). This process can explain Sto lper's result because equilibrium crystalli zation 
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is thermodynamically equivalent to equilibrium partial melting run in reverse. The model 
considers that convective mixing of the magma is efficient during the period of olivine 
orthopyroxene, and chromite crystallization, but becomes " locked" at the point when th; 
residua l melt has the composition of main-group eucrites. From then on, fractional crystal· 
Ii zation forms Nuevo Laredo- trend eucrites (Righter and Drake 1997). Although this model 
can reconcile Stolper's observation with the compositional constraints discussed earlier it 
appears to contradict petrologic observations of diogenites. The model would predict an in
timate mixture of olivine, orthopyroxene, and chromite as the crysta lline phases at the point 
of convective lock-up, with ol ivine being the dominant phase (Righter and Drake 1997). 
This contrasts sharply with modal abundance measurements that show that olivine is absent 

or a minor phase in most diogenites (Bowman Cl aL 1997). 
Basaltic eucrites have a narrow range of Cr contents, and this has also been cited as 

ev idence against magma ocean crystallization models (Jurewicz et al. 1993). Stolper (1971) 
found that basaltic eucri tes are saturated with Cr-rich spinel on their liquidi , and concluded 
that sp inel was a residual phase in the source region. Residual Cr-rich spinel would buffer 
the Cr content of primary partial melts to yield a narrow range of values. This is consistem 
with basaltic eucrite data-50% of basaltic eucriles have Cr contents of 2. 1 ± 0.1 mglg. The 
average Cr contents of spinel-saturated experimental melts from Murchison and Allende run 
at eucrite conditions is 2, 1 mglg (Jurewicz ct al . \993). These authors argued that becauseCr 
is a compatible element in pyroxene, formation of eucrites as residual melts after diogenite 

formation is unlikely to have resulted in Cr-spinel saturated magmas. 
Magma ocean crystallization models in their simplest form imply that there was a 

single liquid line of decent. whereas the compositional evidence from basaltic eucnte
shows twO or more crysta llization trends (Fig. 8b). The distinction between main-group
Nuevo Laredo-trend eucrites and Stannern-trend eucri tes in pal1icu lar is difficult to under· 
stand in the context of whole-asteroid crystallization (Mittlefehldt and Lindstrom 2003) 
A recent model posits that Stanncrn-trend eucrites were formed by partial assimilation of 
earlier basallS by magmas ri sing through the nascent Vestan crust (Barrat et al. 2007 
This hypothesis holds promise, but requires testing, Serial tapping of the residual mell 

from whole-asteroid crystallization has been suggested as a mechanism for forming eu· 
crite composi tional suites (Warren 1997) and for engendering the pervasive metam('l· 
phism of eucritic basalts (Yamaguchi et al. 1996). Also, trace element data for diogem!o 
demonstrate that they cannot al1 have fonned from a common magma (MiUlefehldt 1994 
Barrat et al. 2008). as would be expected for a magma ocean model. However, producill!! 
diogenites in multiple plutons either requires ultramafic magmas or significant quantitiCl~ 
complementary gabbro, samples of which have not been recognized among the HEDs. 

5.4 Compositions, Proportions and Densities of Vesta's Core, Mantle and Crust 

Siderophile element depletions in HEDs, relative to chondrites, provide evidence '" 
metallic FeNi core in the parent body (Hewins and Newsom 1988; Righter and Drake 199 
Preferred estimates of the mass of the core vary between 5-25% (Righter and Drake 1991 
based on models of siderophile element abundances in chondrites, and between 4-
(Ruzicka et al. 1997) based on mixtures of HED minerals that produce chondritic ele""" 
ratios. The bulk density used in the calculation of Ruzicka et al. (1997) was ~ 3.54~ 
lowerthan the """ 3.76 glcm3 value calculated from the most recent Vesta mass dctenru 
(Konopliv et al. 2006) and HST diameter measurements (Thomas et al. 1997). The Ju 
bulk density indicates that the core mass is greater than the lower bounds of the 

estimates. 

KED Meteorites and Their Relationship 10 Ihe Go t r " _ 0 ogy 0 vesta 

Although orthopyroxene is the dominant mineral in d · . 
iled number of olivine-bearing diogenites d d. I~genltes, the occurrence of a Iim-an a umte havmg HED oxyge' . 
silion suggest that olivine may be a signifiC' nt n IsotOPIC compo-

h 

a component of the mantic In add ' t' 
on Vesta s ows a spectrum interpreted to sh I. ' . ' I lOn, a region . ow a Ivme. suggesung a crate h 
vated dunne below an orthopyroxenite layer (Gaffe 199 ' r m~y ave exca
modeled bulk-si licate (mantle + crus t) c ., y 7), The nonnati ve mmeralogies of 

omposillOns for the HED bod . 
Wanke 1980; Jones 1984) contain _ SA7S% I' . . parent y (Drelbus and 

• • < v- 0 Ivmc. with 16-42% 
plagIOclase (RUZicka et al. 1997). The bulk-si li ca d .. pyroxene and 9- 10% 
are 3.42-163 glcm

3
. te enSlt les of these mmeral assemblages 

The crust is acknowledged to be basalt" . . . . IC III compositIOn but it m t . .. 
iean! fraction of ultramafic cumulates (d'o .) Th " us contam a slgmf-I genlte e chemical co . . f 
!lowardites correspond a eucri tc. diogenit ... . m.posltJOns 0 regolith . . . e mlxmg rauo of 2· 1 (Warren et I 2009 
normative mmeralogy of that compositio· 70%' a . ). The 
sponding to a density of 3, 17 glcm3 Ho n IS "-' W pyroxene and 25% plagioclase, corre-
. . . . wever, arren e( al (2009) sug h h' . 
IS an upper limit, and (he real crustal pro n ' . gest 1 at 1. IS rauo . po Ions may be closer to 1·1 be f b' . 
!he Impact sampling of deeper li thologies Th I ' cause a las m . . e vo urne of the crust is t II . 
\llyamoto and Takeda (1994) estimated . ., no we constrained. . a mInimum thickness of "-' 8 km b d 
()fcoohng and exsolution of pyroxene in a I .. ' ase on a model . cu mu ate eucnte ThiS esti m t . . 
theme of the largest Vestoid with eucrite I.k . ' . . a e IS conSistent wilh 
1993). Ruzicka et al. ( 1997) estimated a -2~~,tt~:a (d iamete r of S 10 km, Binzel and Xu 
oolk astero id had an Al,OJ abundance g h -thick eucnUc crust, assuming that the 

reater t an chondr' t" A h ' . 
\\ould have a crust ........ 19 km thick. I IC, C ondnuc bulk asteroid 

5.5 Thermal and Impact History of Vesta 

\Iost HED meteorites have experienced ther I . 
gued that impacts into a hot crust co Id mfa metamorphism. Takeda et al. (1997) ar-
1\ u account or global meta h' B· 

lWS by heat from later, superjacent Hows (Warren 1 morp Ism. ,aki ng of eucrite 
:n~uccd a steep thermal gradient in the c (Y 997) or from underlymg plutons that 
~~d. However, cooling rates calculated ::s:h am~gUChi et al. 1996) have also been pro-

cr than those estimated from pyroxene r ~r~a :elaxation of the deep crust are much 

"~~~;:lIum 2005), suggesting that they ~~~~e~"i~nt~~C~:~:;t~r~~a~~:t:uCrites (Schwartz 

xpenenced major Impacts b ' 4 . &~)of HEDs (Bogard a d G. ctween.1 and 3.5 Ga, as recorded by 4oAr_39 Ar shock 
n arTISon 2009) It is I u.: Vestoids (and HEDs) f h ' . unc ear whether one such collision produced 

rom t e south pole crater 0 h h h . rom that crater much later 1 ' .r w et er t e VcstOJds were excavated 
f'Ioo. • mpaclS produced breCCIas com d f' . 
. ~ments 10 varying proportions Althou h . pose 0 eucnte and dlogenite 
Qtny suggests that the HED b~ .. g a few .exotlc clasts appear in howardites, their 
~ ecclas may proVide a representative sampling of Vesta's 

Ttk magnet· . IC arusotropy measurements a HED ' ClIboncvents (Ganecceca et al. 2008) I ' n s Imply deformation after the last brec-
rated, in which case the . tiS unclear whether the magnetic field was internally 

Ytb core must have been I I generated through hi'. part y mo tcn for a considerab le period 
Iu~ers f . yperve ocJty Impacts. ' 

o cosnuc-ray expo large im sure ages that contain all the HED rock types . h . 
pacts that sampled Vesta's ven. ' mig t Im-

antly younger than 40 Ar_39 Ar a Ical stratJg~ph y, However, these ages are 
Earth asteroids that liber t d' d. ~cs and may refl ec t Impacts into VeslOids or V-class 

a e III IV ldual HEDs. . 
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5.6 Regolith Formation on Vesta 

Judging from spectroscopic observations that suggest portions of Vesta ' s surface are dom_ 
inated by eucrite or diogerute (Binzel et aL 1997; Gaffey 1997), it would appear that im
pacts have not produced a globally homogenized regolith covering the surface. Warren et 
al. (2009), however, suggested that the heterogeneous surface is a modification, late in the 
asteroid's history, caused by ejecta from the south pole impact (they do not accept an ancient 
age for this basin). Based on petrographic differences among HED polymict breccias, Saiki 
and Takeda (1999) suggested that the parent body is heterogeneous on local scales and that 
most breccias formed in the proximity of impact craters. Several other observations suppon 
the idea that the regolith is not as well developed, as processed, or as homogenized as on the 
Moon. Howardites are less "mature" than lunar regolith samples, as indicated by the scarcity 
of agglutinates and grains with solar-flare tracks (Caffee et al. \988). Also, only a minor pro· 
portion of HED polymict breccias contain implanted solar wind gases (Bischoff et al. 2006: 
Warren et aL 2009) and are thus true regolith samples, implying that gardening has not been 

extensive. The higher cratering rate in the asteroid belt is expected to have caused rapid 
turnover of surface materials (Housen and Wilkening 1982), perhaps preventing a signifi. 

cant portion of HED polymict breccias from becoming gas-rich. 

6 Implications of HEDs for the Dawn Mission 

HEDs provide a detailed geologic framework, summarized in Sect. S, for Dawn's explo
ration of Vesta. It is instructive to compare the exploration of Vesta with that of the Moon 

Before obtaining lunar samples, geologic maps of the Moon had already been made and I 
stratigraphic (relative-time) framework was in place. Lunar samples subsequently returned 
by the Apollo astronauts revolutionized interpretations of the Moon's fonnation and g" 
ologic history, provided geochemical ground truth for orbital remote-sensing, and estab
lished an absolute timescale for crater-counting chronology. For Vesta, we have the opposite 

situation- we already have a large collection of samples in hand, but without geologic COIl

text. From HEDs we understand a great deal about Yesta's differentiation, magmatic ard 
impact history, and chronology, But observations of the body itself, from Earth-based <ek 
scopes and the Hubble Space Telescope, provide only hazy glimpses into its geologie ard 

compositional complexities. 
Besides providing a working geologic framework with which the interpretations 

Dawn's data should accord, how will HEDs influence the exploration of Vesta? Kno'A 

edge of HED mineralogy will complement mineral identifications by Dawn's VIR and f{ 
spectrometers, The laboratory spectra of eucrites (Mayne et al. 2010) and diogcnites (8 
bine et al. 200 I) having known mineral proportions and compositions can aid in iden'ify' 
the petrologic units to be mapped on Yesta, as well as quantifying the mixing proport' 
of eucrite and diogenite in howardite terranes, The characteristics of diogenites coniJll" 
ing olivine (Beck and McSween 2010) may be important in interpreting spcctraofoli" 
bearing materials exposed within the south pole crater and elsewhere (Binz

el 
et at 199 

Gaffcy 1997), A knowledge of olivine compositions- both those measured in dioge 
and predicted from melting and crystallization models- should allow the determi"u,," 
the origin of any olivine-bearing rocks exposed in the crater. HEDs also provide so,", 
straints on the thickness of the crust (Miyamoto and Takcda 1994; Ruzicka e' at 
and size of the core (Rightcr and Drake 1997) that might be tested with images of 
craters and gravity science from spacecraft tracking- The chemical compositions 

!-lED Meteorites and Their Retationship to th G , _ e eo ogy of Vesta 

cucnte and dlOge 't . lh I can also constrain the mixing rat"os of" , 
ically analyzed by GRaND (Usui and McS 2007 nI e I~ e arge areas to be chem
ex-otic materials such as carbonaceous ch ;~en I ). The discovery of small amounts of on nle casts (GouneJle el at 2003) K' , 
glasses (Barrat et.1. 2009), and Fe-rich hi hi d'ff ' ' " -nch,mpact 
in howardite breccias suggest possible'ta g y 1 e~cnlia(ed clasts (Ikeda and Takeda 1985) 

. rget matenals that might b d d 
ically or chemIcally from orbit. HED ch I c electe spectroscop-rona ogy may allow crater de 't' 
calibrated, and chronological and bulk c . . nSI les on Vesta to be . omposltlOnal constraints from HED 
for the constructIOn of more rigorous the _I I' s are essential . rma evo utlon models 

WorklOg backward, from samples to orb't I b ' ' . I a 0 servatlons and meas 
as challengmg as working forward was for lh M . urements, may prove 
Vesta by the Dawn spacecraft would not be e loon, but ~JthOUl HEDs the exploration of 

near y so reveal mg. 
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Abstract The Dawn spacecraft is designed to travel to and operate in orbit around the two 
largest main belt asteroids, Vesta and Ceres. Developed to meet a ten-year life and fully 
redundant, the spacecraft accommodates an ion propulsion system, including three ion en
gines and xenon propellant tank, utilizes large solar arrays to power the engines, carries the 
science instrument payload, and hosts the hardware and software required to successfully 
collect and transmit the scientific dak1. back to Earth. The launch of the Dawn spacecraft in 
September 2007 from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station was the culmination of nearly five 
years of design, development, integration and testing of this unique system, one of the very 
few scientific spacecraft to rely on ion propulsion. The Dawn spacecraft arrived at its first 
destination, Vesta, in July 20 II, where it will conduct science operations for twelve months 
I:tfore departing for Ceres. 

Keywords The Orbilal- JPL partnership. Early spacecraft concept evolution· Spacecraft 
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Acronyms 
AA Active Analog 
AC Attitude Control 
ACE 
ICS 
A\181 
APE 
AR", 

AllO 

Attitude Control Electronics 
Attitude Control Subsystem 
Advanced Spacebome Computer Module Bus Interface 
Attitude and Power Electronics 
Autonomous Redundancy Management 
Assembly, Test, and Launch Operations 
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